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Abstract  
 
In this paper, we show the results of three case histories where GPR prospecting has been 
interpreted also with the aid of a specific archive research on documents of the XVI and XVII 
century. The case histories are related to three churches of the renaissance and baroque 
period in Lecce, Lecce, Southern Italy. The aim is to deliver the usefulness of GPR 
prospecting in these kind of monuments and to show how the likelihood of the interpretation 
can be increased when historical information is available.  
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Introduction  

 
The monitoring of historical monuments is an issue of great interest in the framework of 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) prospecting [1-8]. Its valence is twofold. In fact, on one side it 
allows, in many cases, to identify possible fractures, buried voids and other anomalies possibly 
relevant in relationship with the stability of the structure and/or to be taken into account in view 
of possible restoration works. On the other hand, it can provide information of historical 
relevance with regard to the monument at hand and possibly with regard to the changes 
experienced by the structure through the centuries. Finally, the fact that GPR prospecting is non 
invasive is particularly appealing in the case of historical monuments, if not (in some cases) 
mandatory.  

In particular, the town of Lecce and the surrounding area, the so called Salento, in 
Southern Italy, contain many monuments (especially churches, but not only) daring back to the 
XVI-XVIII century, some of which architecturally important. As it often happened in churches, 
also in this area during the past centuries many dead people were buried somewhere under the 
naves. However, subsequent works often erased any external tracks of these tombs. Of course, 
not all the tombs are historically important, and not all of them are easily attributable even after 
their excavation. Notwithstanding, in some cases interesting results can be worked out. In 
particular, we have performed three GPR prospecting in part of three churches, and in all the 
cases have identified relevant buried structures. In all the cases the main anomalies are likely to 
be ascribable to funerary structures, but often the buried targets are quite bigger than a single 
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grave. Such a coincidence makes us statistically think that many interesting secrets might be 
still hidden under the renaissance and baroque churches of Lecce and Salento, and makes us 
also deem that a systematic GPR prospecting would provide useful and interesting maps of the 
underground of the baroque churches. Possibly, such a monitoring would have even some 
touristic appeal, somehow showing to people the unavailable part of the monuments. We will 
show the three case histories of the churches of San Giovanni Battista (also named church of the 
Rosary), the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza (also named church of San Giuseppe) and the 
church of San Sebastiano (now deconsecrated). For each case, we will show the most 
meaningful horizontal slices and will provide an interpretation with the aid of an historical 
research among the available documents of the past centuries.  

 
The Three Case Histories  
In this section a minimal historical presentation of the three probed churches is 

presented.  
The church of San Giovanni Battista was built starting from the year 1691 according to 

the project of Giuseppe Zimbalo [9], which was the most famous sculptor and architect of the 
baroque period in this area. The current church was built over a previous church of the XIII 
century, of which no apparent evidence is preserved (but possibly some foundations of the 
current building are those of the previous one). The current church, however, was larger than 
the previous one, and its construction also required the demolition of another pre-existing 
building, that was named “Island of the Paradise”. The new church was ended in 1728, after the 
death of Giuseppe Zimbalo (occurred in the year 1710 when he was ninety years old). The area 
interested by the GPR prospection presents three altars. The central one, dedicated to the 
Rosary, was built under the patronage of the noble family Lubelli (as worked out from some 
available documents of that period). The left hand altar, dedicated to the Nativity of our Lord, 
reports the stemma of the noble family Tarallo. The right hand altar is dedicated to the Nativity 
of the Virgin.  

The first edifice of the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza was built under the direction 
of Gian Giacomo dell’Acaya [10], a famous architect of the Renaissance in this area (he cured 
the reconstruction of the town of Acaya, near Lecce). At that time (about 1568) the church 
comprised a monastery too, demolished in the XX century during the fascist period. The church 
was meaningfully enlarged already a few years after its first construction, and in particular the 
main portal reports the date 1585. A second important enlargement was performed in the XVIII 
century, and in particular, the main nave of the previous church became the transect of the new 
church. The sculptures and the decoration of the current facade are of the XVIII century, and 
were done by the local architect and sculptor Giuseppe Serio.  

The church of San Sebastiano (now deconsecrated) is located near the Cathedral in the 
heart of the historical center of the town of Lecce. The church was probably built upon the 
foundations of a pre-existing crypt, probably of early Christian Age, dedicated to the Saints 
Leonardo, Sebastiano and Rocco. Someone says that in this church were buried the remains of 
the patron of Lecce, St Oronzo, first bishop of the town, but no historical proof of this has ever 
be found. The chrch was built in 1520 in honor of Saint Sebastian, patron of the victims of the 
plague [9, 11-13].  
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Results and Discussions  
 

In this section the achieved results, are shown. In all cases, the data have been achieved 
by means of a Ris Hi-Mod GPR, manufactured by IDS, equipped with a double antenna with 
nominal central frequencies 200 and 600 MHz, respectively. The GPR data have been gathered 
with a transect of 40 cm between any two adjacent measurement line, and the data have been 
processed by making use of the GPRSLICE code [14]. Particularly, the processing has 
consisted in zero timing, background removal, gain variable vs. the depth and Kirchhoff 
migration [15]. The dielectric constant has been retrieved from the diffraction hyperbolas [16]. 
In particular, here we focus on the results obtained with the antenna at 600 MHz. In the 
following, the three case histories are separately presented.  

 
Results in the church of San Giovanni 
Figure 1 shows a photography of both the facade and the inner of the church of San 

Giovanni Battista, whereas figure 2 presents the map of the church with the track of the GPR 
scans is represented. The investigated part is substantially a rectangle sized 13x6.0m2. Some 
GPR profiles are shorter because of the steps of the central altar of the Rosary, as it is clear 
from the zoom. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Facade (left hand panel) and internal view of the altar where the  

GPR prospecting was performed (right hand panel) 
 

 
Fig. 2. Map of the Church of San Giovanni Battista with the track of the gathered GPR profiles (red lines) 
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In figure 3, three horizontal slices at the respective estimated depths of 0.6-0.8m, 0.8-

1.0m and 2.4-2.6m are represented. They show the most interesting results among those 
gathered in this case history.  

In particularly, a large anomaly appears on the higher pat of the 0.6-0.8m slice. We have 
labeled it as two targets C and D, but actually they might also be just one single anomaly. The 
shape, the size and the thickness of this anomaly make us think of a corridor, about 1 m meter 
large and 6-7 meters long, possibly bent toward the left hand side at the end. It might be the 
niche of the family Lubelli, that as said financed the construction of the central altar of the 
Rosary.  
 

 
Fig. 3. From left to right: Slices at progressively deeper levels (after the indications)  

in the church of San Giovanni Battista 
 
The anomaly A and B resemble instead two single graves. One possibility is that these 

anomalies refer again the tombs of members of the Lubelli family, in which case, the big 
anomaly C-D might refer to something else. Another hypothesis is that one between the two 
anomalies A and B (most probably the anomaly A) refers to the tomb of Giuseppe Zimbalo that 
has been lost. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that Giuseppe Zimbalo, in his last 
testament, expressed the desire to be buried in the church of San Giovanni Battista and precisely 
near the altar of the Nativity of our Lord, which corresponds to the position of the anomaly A. 
He also wrote that, in case his death occurred before finishing the construction of the church 
(which actually happened, as said), his desire was in any case to be transported in the church of 
San Giovanni Battista after the end of its construction. To sum up, some uncertainty remains 
about the single anomalies, but it is quite probable that, comprehensively, the four anomalies 
were at least partially exploited for the sepulture of some member of the Lubelli family and, 
possibly, for the last sepulture of Giuseppe Zimbalo.  

 
Results in the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza 
Let us now pass to the Church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza. The monument is shown in 

figure 4, whereas the map of the church with evidenced the GPR profiles is shown in figure 5. 
In figure 5, it is also put into evidence, in dashed line, the plant of a hypogeum crypt that 

was discovered casually a few years ago, while performing some reinforcing works. It consists 
of a narrow corridor about 1 meter large and 7 meters long, with three little rooms on the left 
hand side. The depth of the top of the ceiling (that is cylindrically vaulted) is at the depth of 1.1 
meters from the floor of the church, and it is about 4 meters high with respect to the bottom of 
the crypt.  
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Actually, there is also a little hole on the lower part of left hand boundary of the crypt, 
that makes us aware that there is at least another room on the left hand side of the crypt. 
However, the accessible part (accessible only under permission and through a ladder put in a 
trapdoor) is just that depicted in figure 5 in dashed line. This crypt has been exploited for 
sepultures, as it is evident from the many human bones and from the tracks of wooden coffins 
present inside. The GPR prospecting, however, has highlighted some more aspects. The first 
one is that the crypt is quite larger than its visible part, and presumably it is at least as large as 
the entire altar of San Giuseppe (about 8x4m). Maybe, just for its funerary use it was 
progressively divided into parts progressively walled.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Left hand panel: the original facade (of XVI century) of the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza,  

that today is a lateral entrance; Right hand panel: the altar of Sant’Antonio, inside the church. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Map of the Church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza with the tracks of the GPR profiles (blue lines) 
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However, the GPR prospecting allowed to achieve an even more interesting result on the 
altar of Sant’Antonio, in front of the altar of San Giuseppe. In fact, similar features were 
gathered on this altar, which makes us reasonably convinced that under the altar of 
Sant’Antonio there is a second (upto now completely unknown) hypogeum, also in this case as 
large as the altar itself (the two altars are not symmetric, but the order of their size is the same). 
To show this, in figures 6 and 7 one of the GPR profiles gathered on the altar of San Giuseppe 
and one gathered on the altar of Sant’Antonio are shown, respectively. The data are not 
processed, in order to show the fact that the evidences are intrinsically quite clear. For each sub-
area, the other profiles are quite similar to the chosen “representatives”. It is quite evident that 
there are anomalies under the lateral altars.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. One of the processed GPR profiles 
gathered on the altar of San Giuseppe 

 
 

Fig. 7. One of the processed GPR profiles 
gathered on the altar of Sant’Antonio 

 

 
Fig. 8. Slices relative to the most meaningful results achieved in the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza. 
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In figure 8 some horizontal slices are shown. In figure 8, the data have been processed 

according to the procedure described above for the case history of San Giovanni Battista. We 
have chosen the most interesting depth for each prospected sub-area, according to the labels 
provided in the figure. 

Beyond confirming the already exposed considerations, the processing makes us identify 
some anomalies, put into evidence in dashed lines. They might be related to hypogeum rooms 
and/or tombs. Finally, also another anomaly has been identified under the first left hand nave 
entering from Via Ludovico Maremonti. Its shape, size and depth make us think that it might be 
a single tomb. On the basis of the available historical documents, we propose the following 
interpretation: The hypogeum under the altar of San Giuseppe probably served for the sepulture 
of some members of a “Confraternity of the Carpenters” and dates back to the original period of 
the church, namely XVI century. Indeed, it might be even pre-existent to the church (we can’t 
know, but we can’t exclude), but is it definitely improbable that it is posterior. The reason of 
this supposition is that, at the origin, the current altar of san Giuseppe there was the main altar 
of the church that (with reference to the figure 5) was essentially extended from the altar of 
Sant’Antonio to the altar of San Giuseppe.  

The transect was the main nave, and the entrance was from the original portal in Via 
degli Acaya, on the left hand side of the altar of Sant’Antonio. Now, it often happened (even if 
it was not any prescription) that under the main altar there were sepultures. And it is known that 
the main altar was patronaged by the quoted Confraternity of the Carpenters, that at that time 
were numerous in the surrounding of the church. Instead, the altar of Sant’Antonio was near the 
entrance of the church, and it was definitely more rare to excavate a crypt near the entrance. So, 
it is more probable that, after the enlargement of the church in XVIII century, with the aperture 
of the current main entrance in via Maremonti, the hypogeum under the altar of Sant’Antonio 
was excavated or at least its use for sepultures started. With regard to the single alleged grave 
visible on the left hand side of the images in figure 8, if it is a tomb, it is probably pre-existent 
to that part of the church (XVIII century). In fact, even within the natural charge of uncertainty 
that affects the results all the times, the image clearly indicates that the anomaly is tilted with 
respect to the main nave, and it is very improbable that a sepulture was not collinear with the 
church. Incidentally, in the near Via degli Acaya, some messapic tombs (VI-IV century B.C.) 
have been found some years ago, at shallow depth. This is therefore a possibility, but of course 
we cannot guarantee.  

 
Results in the church of San Sebastiano 
Let us now pass the third case history. In figure 9 two images of the ex-church of San 

Sebastiano are provided. 
The most important results are visible in the horizontal slice proposed in figure 10. The 

data have been processed in the same way as the other sets described above. 
 The three main visible anomalies have been labeled with the letters B, C and D. The 

anomalies are about sized 3.5x2.5m2, and their depth ranges about from 50cm to 5.4m.  
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Fig. 9. Facade of the ex-church of San Sebastiano (left hand panel) and an internal view (right hand panel). 
 

 
Fig. 10. Depth slices in the ex-church of San Sebastiano 

 
The anomaly B is visible at depth 2.0-2.1m. With the regard to the anomalies B, C and 

D, a probable hypothesis is that they can be referred to a crypt. The anomaly A is instead related 
to a known excavation performed in the 1970s.  

 
Conclusions  
 

In this paper we have shown some results relative to three case histories regarding 
monuments of the renaissance and baroque periods in Lecce, southern Italy. This work is the 
result of a collaboration between authors with different competencies, in particular historical 
and geophysical. Indeed, the interaction happened also before doing the prospecting, 
influencing the choice of the areas to be prospected. Hopefully, we have shown that the 
combination of a proper geophysical prospecting, a proper data processing and the support of 
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specific historical investigations performed on the investigated monument can produce more 
reliable results. We are aware that an excavation would be needed in order to fully validate any 
conclusions, but they are not in order at the moment.  

Even so, the awareness of the underlying apparent situation is useful can be an important 
issue. In particular, beyond a cultural point of view, it might be needed to do works one day, 
and to be aware of possible voids is important when mounting scaffoldings. In particular, the 
crypt under the altar of San Giuseppe in the church of Sant’Antonio della Piazza was 
discovered just while doing needed structural works, and fortunately no accident occurred in 
that occasion. 
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